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Abstract - Cloud computing is a trending phenomenon 
where flexible services are provided to the customers across 
the Internet. Availability, Reliablity, Security and effective 
utilization of resources form the important features of cloud 
computing. Among available Orchestration system, Kubernetes 
is the most adopted system that provides a mechanism for 
optimal operation of containers across Cloud networks. Auto-
scaling of pods, container runtime failures, automation of 
deployment rules, & much more are handle by kubernetes very 
efficiently compared to its peers. While performing data 
accessing, many users may be across distributed networks, and 
hence sharing of data becomes significant to meet productive 
benefits. The existing security solutions mainly specialise in the 
authentication to understand that a user’s privative data can't 
be illegally accessed, but neglect a subtle privacy issue during 
a user challenging the cloudserver to request other users for 
data sharing. In this paper, we review how outbound proxy 
service provides a mean for applications/microservices 
partners to access the internet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud Computing always provisions the assets based on the 
request received from the client. Examples of such on-
request provisioning are piling of stock, registering for 
power and other activities which do not have any direct 
intervention or does not require any dynamic administration 
from the client’s end. The cloud’s server farm areas are 
spread all throughout the geographic locations of the globe 
in multiple areas. They share the equipments to divide the 
computational capacities and the information or data to 
different end users. This gives a lot of flexibility by securing 
the assets in large scales and also to continue any pending 
tasks for the clients at any point of time. 
 
The cloud computing gives the advantage of elasticity to the 
clients. Cloud Infrastructure Provider  give “Pay As You Go” 
service, where the clients are allowed to pay as and when 
based on the usage of the cloud resources based on how 
their work requirements demands it. High memory systems 
and Virtualized hardware has been a huge advancement in 
cloud computing field. The end user clients are easily cut 
their costs and utilize the best of the technology for their 
business needs. These specialized cloud providers 

organizations work with the top notch specialized group of 
people which makes the things more well versed than done 
in a individual scale of a single organization administration. 
nodes have fundamentally changed the way where IT 
Organizations produce, dispatch and deal with usages. In 
scaled down scale organization models, applications are 
likewise modularized into different discrete organizations 
where every help are bundled in a substitute compartment. 
In authentic circumstance rather than two or three 
compartments, if we have countless nodes, managing the 
presence example of each node isn't basic. Each node must 
be genuinely passed on and kept up which is inconvenient 
for administrator. 
 
Node group is a one of a kind structure where Masters nodes 
and regulates compartments, assembling's nodes running on 
centers, close by all the interconnections and 
correspondence channels. Container cluster course of action 
is associated with the treatment of node life cycles, especially 
in tremendous and complex conditions. IT workplaces use 
Container course of action to manage, screen and automate 
various activities, for instance, node provisioning, node 
association, etc. Kubernetes (k8s) is an open-source node 
coordination structure for electronic sending of 
compartments, the administrators of nodes and scaling. It 
was from the outset sorted out by Google and right now it is 
been kept up by CNCF (Cloud Native Computing 
Foundation). Kubernetes (K8s) is one such system that gives 
a structure to capable action of scattered nodes. It manages 
auto-scaling, modernizes sending structures, node 
frustrations and extensively more. Kubernetes (K8s) grants 
customers to viably mount and unmount accumulating 
structures of customer's choice, and it allows various nodes 
to share same mounted storing. 
 
One of the major problems and worries in cloud computing 
is accessibility, since the hardware and software both resides 
in the CSP’s end.  In a situation, where even if one hub goes 
down due to certain reasons, all the nodes running in that 
hub will be shut down and next the client fmasters are also 
ended. Hence, self repair or self-mending must be a basic 
guarantee to be provided for all time accessibility. \ 
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
In this paper “Multi-objective Container Deployment on 
Heterogeneous Clusters”, Yang Hu ; Cees De Laat ; Zhiming 
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Zhao an advanced container deployment algorithmis 
proposed to meet various requirements on heterogeneous 
clusters. Also analysis is done on the requirements of 
deploying container-based infrastructure.  Also attentention 
is done on various objectives such as resource utilization , 
load balancing, and availability. The objective of the 
algorithm proposed is to enchance the balance between load 
balancing and availablity with resource utilization 
compromises. And finally evaluation of scheduler across 
different test cases of workload scenarios showing 
outperforming of existing schedulers of the container 
orchestration platforms. 

In this paper “Emerging Trends, Techniques and Open Issues 
of Containerization: A Review” discussion on various 
technologies involved in containerization with potential 
problems and with expected issues and potential 
arrangements alongside different significant mechanical 
applications to show its current backings and specialized 
difficulties. At long last, we have directed a complete test 
study to think about the presentation of VMs, compartments 
and unikernels as far as CPU use, memory impressions, 
organize data transmission, execution time and innovative 
development utilizing standard benchmarks and watched 
nodes to convey good execution in practically all 
perspectives, in any case, are as yet not liberated from issues 
with respect to confinement and security, execution 
steadiness, absence of accessible proficient instruments for 
crossplatform support and persevering stockpiling.  

In this thesis “Flexible Framework for Elasticity in Cloud 
Computing”, comprehended such difficulties and we explored 
all the parts of versatility to oversee productively the assets 
provisioning and de-provisioning in distributed computing. It 
broadened the best in class by making the accompanying 
three commitments. Right off the bat, anup-to-date best in 
class of the cloud flexibility which audits various works 
related toelasticity for both Virtual Machines (VMs) and 
nodes. Also, ElasticDocker, anapproach to oversee 
compartment versatility including vertical flexibility, live 
movement, andelasticity mix between various virtualization 
methods. Thirdly, Model-DrivenElasticity Management with 
OCCI (MoDEMO), another bound together, standard-based, 
model-driven, exceptionally extensible, profoundly 
reconfigurable flexibility the board structure thatsupports 
various versatility strategies, both vertical and level 
flexibilities, differentvirtualization methods and numerous 
cloud suppliers. 

In this paper, “Review of Kubernetes Cost-Efficient 
Architecture and Federation Orchestration of Cloud based 
Applications” reviewed Kubernetes Federation, which 
permits engineers to build the responsiveness and 
dependability of their applications by circulating and 
combining compartment bunches to different assistance 
regions of cloud specialist organizations. Toimprove the high 
accessibility factor, we likewise investigated different 
models with auto-scaling innovation. 
 
 
 

3. Kubernetes Architecture and OutboundProxy 
 
This section presents a high-level view of master node, 
worker node and communication between them. 

3.1 Kubernetes Architecture 
 
A node is only a specialist machine in kubernetes. A hub 
might be a VM or physical machine which relies upon group. 
Every hub contains administrations which are important to 
run cases, and these are overseen by Master segments. A unit 
is a gathering of nodes, (for example, Docker compartments), 
with shared capacity/organize, and a detail for how to run 
the compartments. A Pod's substance are consistently co-
found and co-booked and run in a mutual setting. 
Administrations on hub incorporate compartment runtime, 
kubelet and Kube-intermediary. Figure 1 shows Kubernetes 
Architecture with one Master and specialist hubs. 

 
Fig -1: Kubernetes Architecture 

 
Kubernetes can continuously turn out changes to application 
or its design, while observing application wellbeing to 
guarantee it doesn't kill all application occurrences 
simultaneously. In the case of something turns out badly, 
Kubernetes will reign in the change for client. It means to give 
a stage to computerizing arrangement, scaling, and tasks of 
utilization compartments across bunches of hosts. It tends to 
be utilized for private, open and half breed mists too. 

On the standards of customer server engineering, Kubernetes 
is actualized. It is likewise conceivable to design multi-Master 
arrangements (for high accessibility), yet as a matter of 
course there is a solitary Master server that goes about as 
both the contact point and the control hub. The 
Master/server incorporates numerous modules, including an 
API-server, a perfect stockpiling, a cloud controller 
supervisor, a Kube-Scheduler, a Kube controller director, and 
a Kubernetes administrations DNS server. The hub parts are 
comprised of kubelet and Kube-intermediaries on head of the 
Docker. 

3.2 Outbound Proxy 
 
An outbound Proxy: A proxy that receives requests from a 
client, even though it may not be the server resolved by the 
Request-URI. Typically, a SIP user agent is manually 
configured with an outbound proxy, or can learn about one 
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through auto-configuration protocols. The MSP Outbound 
Proxy Service provides a means for 
applications/microservices to access the internet. In general, 
based on the pre-defined and configured networking 
topology, all applications or microservices are scheduled in a 
non-DMZ zone of the VCN network; this equates to these 
services not having direct access to the internet. This security 
restriction requires clients to use the OutboundProxy to 
provide that internet access. 

 

Fig -2: Outbound Proxy Architecture 
 

The Outbound Proxy is a service that offers proxying 
software for various protocols; at the moment HTTP and 
HTTPS are supported. It is implemented as an MSP 
Kubernetes service implemented by a DaemonSet targeted to 
run on every external node, backed by the Squid Proxy/Cache 
software, which is an open source caching and forwarding 
HTTP/HTTPS web proxy. 

The service is designed to offer the following features: Block 
everything by default, Supports HTTP and HTTPS protocols, 
Each application / micro-service / partner has its own set of 
whitelisted endpoints. Whitelisted endpoints are defined by 
the following three things namely, protocol (HTTP or HTTPS), 
destination port (the default ports are 443, 80 and 25; other 
ports are possible with CSSAP approval) , destination domain 
name or CIDR block. Within the Kubernetes cluster, the 
Outbound Proxy service is resolvable via a well known 
Service Name and Service Port. The Outbound Proxy service 
also exposes a NodePort and exposes a persistent endpoint 
fronted by a Load Balancer accessible within the VCN. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The quick development of innovation has prompted the 
expanded utilization of distributed computing assets so on 
assemble and continue applications over the web. Cloud 
specialist co-ops utilize an idea of action that allows an end 
client or client to buy profoundly propelled foundation just 
consistent with their use necessities. 
 
Kubernetes marks an accomplishment for devops 
considering the way that it empowers gatherings to remain 
up with the necessities of programming advancement. 

Without Kubernetes, bunches have often been constrained to 
content their own one among a sort programming 
arrangement, scaling, and update work forms. During a 
Container cluster coordination framework, compartments 
are going to be running during a hub, and on the off chance 
that a hub fizzles, at that time all the nodes or applications 
running in nodes running therein hub, will come up short 
and client encounters vacation. Henceforth, this 
circumstance has should be overseen with the top goal that 
applications. 
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